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THE EMERALD DRAGON - A DRAGOMEIR NOVEL, Series Book Five
Book 5 continues the story of Queen Mother when her companion, the
ancient warrior Tanis, is called by an emerald dragon named Demios.
Demios is the first emerald dragon to be born in over a thousand years!
Tanis has to learn to be a dragon rider now, and also has to interact with and
eventually gain the trust of the other riders and the people of Mt. Drago. The
mountain lies in the middle of a desert but has special access to other
worlds; worlds inhabited by both unusual and evil creatures.
Led by Queen Mother aka The Ariella, Tanis and the other riders must band
together to create a fighting force and fly across the River Styx, beyond the
Ice Caves to the Black Fortress.
There they must retrieve the first of three crystal keys. These keys have held
their enemies at bay since the first of dragonkind but sources say the keys
were captured by the Dark Lords of the Provinces.
As The Ariella’s riders fly over land and sea, they summon surprising courage
to protect the dragons and Mt. Drago from the vile forces which stand in the
way of their peaceful existence.
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Solitaire Parke is an author of Science Fiction/Urban Fantasy, Poetry, and
Metaphysical/Larger World books.
He is a prolific author, having published 16 books in the last 10 years.
After becoming an award-winning photographer and earning a degree in music theory,
Mr. Parke worked in graphic and web design. Solitaire has always returned to writing,
and he now resides in Arizona with his family and two rightfully spoiled rescue dogs.
For more information, please contact Mr. Parke’s literary agents at MiraLucian LLC.
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